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Global Delight releases Voila 2.5 - Screen Capture Tool
Published on 11/18/09
Global Delight today released Voila 2.5, an update to its Mac screen-capturing tool for
Mac OS X. This popular productivity and creativity enhancement tool is now fully
compatible with Snow Leopard, leveraging the performance of the new operating system
besides working on Leopard OS X. This release also incorporates user requested features
such as Copy-Paste, Spotlight and more, along with polishing of some of the existing
features.
New Udupi, India - Global Delight - Makers and Publishers of Mac, iPhone(TM) and iPod(R)
touch products - today released an update to its Mac screen-capturing tool, Voila. This
popular productivity and creativity enhancement tool is now fully compatible with Snow
Leopard, leveraging the performance of the new operating system besides working on Leopard
OS X. This release also incorporates user requested features such as Copy-Paste, Spotlight
and more, along with polishing of some of the existing features.
Voila version 2.5 now supports copy-paste of images and annotations from the application
to various other documents and applications. Voila also supports copying the last captured
image to the clipboard, thus enabling users to easily and quickly paste the captured image
onto their documents with a paste command.
Voila has the Spotlight feature added, which enables users to draw attention to a specific
area of the image. The feature is powerful with the flexibility of applying multiple
spotlights of various shapes, all on the same image. The addition of simple Outline border
was a frequently called for feature by designers, trainers and more. This feature applies
a simple border to the image, thus giving it a distinct and neat look. The border
intensity can be adjusted as per the requirements.
Voila has a new capture mechanism that allows capturing windows in their active state
using flexible keyboard shortcuts. This would be of great assistance in getting
screenshots of windows exactly as they would appear on the Mac desktop. In addition, color
profile of the captured image would be the same as system profile, giving a perfect look
to the image. The new version also fixes various bugs and issues in the previous version
reported by the users.
System Requirements:
Voila runs on Mac OS X 10.5.2 or later, Mac OS X 10.6 or later and is designed to run on
any Intel as well as PowerPC-based Mac running 1.25 GHz and above. iPhoto v6.0.1 or later
is required for exporting captured or annotated images.
Pricing and Availability:
Voila version 2.5 is available for immediate download from the Global Delight site. This
is a free update for the registered customers. A single-user license of Voila can be
purchased for $39.95 USD. Educational copies can be purchased with a 25% off from the
Global Delight online store.
Global Delight:
http://www.globaldelight.com
Voila 2.5:
http://www.globaldelight.com/voila
Download Voila:
http://www.globaldelight.com/voila/voila.dmg
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Purchase Voila:
http://www.globaldelight.com/store
Screenshot:
http://www.globaldelight.com/voila/images/voila_image_ui.jpg
Voila App Icon:
http://www.globaldelight.com/voila/images/voila.png

Global Delight is a perfect blend of Mac aficionados, tech geeks and right-brained
technologists that aspire to create something exceptionally extraordinary. At Global
Delight, we understand our users and their desire to savor the experience of using their
Macs for various Web 2.0 and media-related software. The idea is to re-think solutions to
complicated problems and imagine simple, elegant, engaging products that are delightful to
the eye and easy to use.
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